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The Computerized Vocational Guidance System (VOCGUYD) is designed

primarily to relate the world of an indiVidual to the world f work in a
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meaningful4yet comprehensive manner. It is intended fOr use by individuals in

their owil life cpreer planning, and is designed specifically to provide a

scientific (means for the reducing-of' career planning choices from the many to

the few.fdr more 1.itensive study with an appropriately qualified Career Guidance

Cou nselor. It serves as an effective vehicle to foster career maturity in

individuals by providing both "information about"(through CAI auxiliary guidance'
0

programS) and "experience with" (through yse df Search and Screening criteria)

fundamentals that are deemed to be paramount and'critical td real job success:

COmputerized Guidance Progrants)

VOCGUYD is a revised and completely up-dated version df. an older program

by a similar title fo which the author-has served as the major-development

architeCt over the pas 8 years at E UNIVERSITY. OF WISCONSIN (now Tetired)c.

It is one.of a f,computeri d programs developed largely,by-the author.0
.

some of which-are intimately related to effetive career planning: (1) DEDEV-

The Computerized Decision Development System,(2) EDGUYD-The Computerized

EducaZional Guidance System, and (3) HUMRELAT-The Computerized Human Relations
AD \System.

Just as One would not txpect an individual to play tlassi

. (--
piano unless indeed one has already learned to play the piano;.so ive can noe.

_ , \
t

V
,

zexpect an individual to do effective career. lanning unless one has already
74

A. .

I

music on a
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deVeloped competency in ,scientific decrsion mdkin, and,DEDEV is intended f

this liurpose. Simi1ar4, marketable skills necessary for job success remain

the product of sckiool expegriences, ancCEDGUYD is .useful to this end. ,The- real

keystone to ob progression re ins successful interaction with people, and

HUMRELAT serves for this aspect o areer maturity.

World of WoMK
'(

VOCGUYD contains all af the 1326 jo. titles included-in The Occupational,

Outlook HandbOok foi_1974.-75 together with tiwir ma "shredouts". Two ma)Or

tvpeS of such shredouts:are involved,: (1),different specialties WilthIn .the

same career field tor example, in the nursing field we might include psychiatric

nurses, pUblic h ith nurses, pediatric nurses, ge'neral nurses, etc.-or for

airplane engi mechanic a much widerarray of diftei:ent airplanes 'such as

B-52, DC-9, 111, etc.; and (2) different levels of lkill within the same

career fie kl-may involve a reading teacher with *? Aars of college preparation

ranging ito the highly sophisticated Ph.D. university professor-or' the collegiate

.athlete in relation to the professional where money received becomes discerning

4factOr.Based on the 22 Job Skill RequireMent Areas,contained in The Dictionary

/ .

. , L . .

of/Occup-a-tional Titles (DOT) these jOb.titles are distributed as follows:
/

... ......, .

ZUmber Job Skill Requirement Areas No.Jobs %age

/
1 it.rt 52 03.9

2 Business ' 46 03.5
t..':

3 Clerical i .106, 08.0
Io-4

4 Counseling, Guidance And Social WoN. 33 02.5

5. Crafts
.,4

..,.

109 08.3

6 Education and Training -8 03.6

7 Elemental 1 217 16.4

8 Engineering 130 09.8Nt.

9 Entertainment 46 03.5
. ,.

10 Farming, Fishing. and Forestry 69 05.2
_. .

. 11 Investieuition, Inspection land Testing 56 64.2

12 _ Law and Law EnfoTcement // 32 (,----0T2.5

13 Machine wilork\ , 59) 04.4.

'A de. I
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14 Managerial and Supervisory

15 Mathematics and Sence

page I

59

36

04.4

02.7

16* Medicine and Health 58 04.3

17 Merchandising 19 01.4

18 Music 13 00.9

19 Personal Services 57 04.3

20 Photography and Communication 56 04.3

21. Transportation 7 00:5

22 WriEing 18 01.4

TOTAL

World of Individual'
'N

1326 100.

The world of the individual is comprised of 18 different criteria which

are designed for Search and Screening (S&S) by the computer jn the world of

work. Each of these criteria deal squarely with considerations that are

(1 critical in,relation to job and career success. They have been grouped into

fiye dime ons of related criteria whisch have been defined as follows:

(1) Pe- al Interest of Individual - seven different occupational

interest classificat&on schemes and inventories;

(2) Special Aptitudes Related to chool

(3) Speltal Aptitudes,Related to k -

.(4) Super's Work Value Factorial Scores

use

.for

Job

( ) School Success

-i,yeriowl, numerical, and abstract;

clerical, medhanical, and space;

- material wealth, goodness of life,

Self-expre6sion, and behavioral control; and

as Depicted by Grade Point Average.

,The NOCGUYD Student Work Sheet
N

241
The WICGUYD Student Work Sheet ikika four page guide prepared for the

of individuals

each of

Success

desiring to use VOCGUYD, and provides a functional index

the 18 S&S criteria.It contains the "SelfProjected Profile on Select

Criteria" foim which serves as an initial planning base, plannfng

provision for four separate Search and Scr7%ing Missions on VOCGUYD, apd serves

4
as a functional part of one's personal record.
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Self Projected Profile

Where Individuals have taken The Differ(ntial ApCitude Test liattery(DA),

The General Aptitude-Test Battery (GATB), Super'g Work Value Inventory or other

appropriate psychological instrum6nts such scores may be appropriately used,

to accomplish the "Self Project Profile on Select Job Success Criteria". Where

no such scores are available, the individual may accomplish the profile based

on own estimate of what such scores might be in relation to typical individuals.

The profile contains six special aptitudes, four work values, and school grade

point average. Deta led instructions for use of The VOCGUYD Student Work Sheet

!are contained in a OCGUYD Manual available for this purpose.

Personal Likes Pattern

The Personal tikes Pa.ttern (PLP) consists of from maybe 4 to 7 of the 18,

. 'different S&S criteria contained in VOCGUYD, and which are designed to reflect

accprately the "world of the individual". Emphasis In the development of Ihe

PLP is to be placed on personal interest, and wi,th aptitude, work value and,

even grade-point average considered as being iecondary. Typically the fiA-st of

such S&S criteria might represent on of the areas from either the Kuder or

Ohio interest inventories. A second S&S criterion might be based on Roe's

Socio-Econothic Hierarchy-professional', semiprofessio9l, clerical or business,

skilled trades, semi-skilled trades, Or laborer. The third S&S criterion might

derive from the DOT Interest Areas-prefers working with data, persons, things,

data and persons, etc. The fourth might deal with School Level for Job Entry-

high school graduate, two years of college, college,graduation, etc. For example,

a Kuder(4), Roe (6),DOT Interest (.2), and School'Level (8) depicts a PLP for.

individual intere's in persuasion, becoming a professiphal, working withan

persons, and doing college or university graduate preparatiOn. It might well

involve lamp, ministry sales, acting, management, military, political, etc.,

5
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Narrowin_g of Career Choices.

This represents a 2 stage function in which the computer seeks to

relate the world of the individual as*represented by the PIT to the world of

work as,represented by the 1326 job titles contained in VOCGOYD.

Search and Screening Function. It is important: that the PLP criteria be

arranged in order of their importance' to the individual involVed, with the most

important ones first. Aloo, individuals should begin with no fewer than maybe/

4 or 5 S&S criteria, for the computer applies the PLP permutation to the

world of work job bank as a "concert" entity; something not feasible for a

Career Guidance Counselor. For example, if a S&S mission were begun with a

PLP including 7 criteria and no job titles were found that fit such a PLP

permutation, the computer continues to drop the last criterion and.do a second

search and screening. If no job titles are found in the second screenirtg, the

computer drops the last S&S criterion and performs another, and continues us ng

this procedure of dropping the last S&S criterion until either all criteria

_ are exhausted qr job titles are found in the process.,

, # Computer-Based Interrogation. When job titles are uncovered,or identified

in the PLP S&S mission,.suich job titles may be presented on request by the

computer 10 at a.time or fewer if there are not tht' many identified.If an

individual indicates an interesl in any of the job titles identified, the

computer begins the "interrogation" process to determine more precisely the

S--6 reement between.the world of the individual and the specific characteristic

requirements for such particular job success. Five luestions are posed in turn
1

each bearing directly on success for the job involved, with percentage weighlts
.

assigned in prOpOrtion to the importance of the conditions described, arid with

the tota). equaling 100 percent.%Foi eXample, if.an individual, does not wfsh tO

q
go to cottege in relation to the job of teacher, it might cost him as much

as 35 percent towards lack of goodness of fit between world of iltividual and

predicted job success as4 teacher.
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Ca rce r .Succe!;s Index

0

The CareerSticcess Index (CSI) Is a number that, depicts the degrev of

agreement between the world of the individual and'the requirements for a

specific job. Adjective ratings depicting such de4ree of agreement range from

"poor" through "low".and "high" average to "above average" and "superior".

Where the CSI for VOCOUYD is "average" or better, it is suggested that a

.deeper ana1ysis IA made of such jobs with the aid of a Vocaticial Guidance

Counselor.

Suggested Uses of.VOCGUYD.

DeveloPing Career Maturity

. This 'Ilse is i,ecommended for junior high school students, senior high

students-not yet ready for precise career planning, and for senior high school

stbdents who have without a doubt already i'dentified their own precise career

plan. For example, this might include the son Or datOtter of a village physician,

whose father and grand-father were the same villa'ge physician., and whe're such

son or daughter plans to prepare to take the place of the father. In developing

career maturity typically from 4 to 8 persons may work on a single console in

interaction for time-sharing with a computer. Always, one or more of the

individuals involved should posess a reading skill at the tifth grade level or

better. The decision making should entail a typical di.pcussion and grotip process,

and operation'of the keyboard should be rotated among theparticipants.

Precise Career Plannina

This, to' be,sure, is for the indilidual who is concerned with mofe precise

career'planning, and desires to parrow career choices from the many to the few

for more intensive study. Here, The VOCGUYD Student Work Sheet should be used

for planning and -record keepinlg purposes. While other persons may be involved

as observers, only a single person ma cisions and 'operates the console.

Generally, the objective is to secure 4 dr'5 caxeer title's where the CSI I

is average or better, an4 forpore concentrate qtudy purposes..

7
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VOCGOYD Computer Adaptations

VOCGUYD has been developed largmlyjunder Federal monies and is therefore

) considered to be "public read" , and is generally available to interested

users on request! Presently, VOCGUYD has been writ* in FORTRAN V and in

Extended Basic for use on the UNIVAC 1100'series and the DrGITAL P1W-11, 10

respectively. Also, II haS been adapted for use on the HONEYWELL 6000. The

Source deck includes approximately 500 cards, and the data base 10,400 111M

cards or 66 blocks of computer memory space. It should operate effectively

with about from 1:2 to 15K of CPU memory.
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